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Abstract
Health services quality in a region is determined
by the resources especially vaccine resources sufficient
quantity and quality. Vaccine distribution management
requires a good vaccine supply chain management to
maintain the quality of vaccine stability because the
vaccine is thermolable. The research aims to understand
more about the reasons for the low immunization coverage
in Banten Province to provide lean distribution model and
supply chain improvements strategy that more efficient,
and to prevent or reduce the overstock or stockout vaccine
in storage room, so they can avoid vaccine damage and
reduces the storage and distribution cost. The data used
in this research was data on the number of the availability
of government vaccine programs in the Provinces of
Banten between january to december 2019. The methods
in this research is qualitative research that the sample
were purposively selected and the collection of the data
using a list of questions well structured through in-depth
interviews to expert of vaccine distribution systems in
Banten Province. The variables used is 7 waste that is
Faster than Necessary Pase, Waiting, Conveyance, Excess
Stock, Processing, Unnecessary Motion, and Correction
of Mistake. Using a Value Stream Mapping (VSM) and
Fish Bone had been gotten that the distribution of vaccine
program in banten need to improvements to be more
efficient.
Keywords: Lean Distribution, Vaccine Program, Banten
Province, Value Stream Mapping, Valsat, Fish Bone
Analysis, Root Cause Analysis

I.

Introduction
Quality of health services in an area is very
much determined by the resources especially
vaccine resources which the quantity and the

quality is adequate. Distribution management
vaccine supply chain management need
to maintain the quality of a vaccine.1 The
implementation of immunization the program
has been conducted by the central government
attention to local government planning of
regency/city in stages according to the provincial
and regional governments. Planning vaccine
needs have to be developed in stages, starting
from the health center, regency/city government,
provinces government, and central government
(bottom up).2
The Toyota Taiichi Ohno identified there are
seven kinds of waste is, overproduction waiting
time, transportation, in the process, unnecessary,
inventory unnecessary motion and defect.3 Seven
waste can be defined as activity work that has
no added value in the process of transportation
input to output along value stream.3 Next taichi
ohno said the concept of lean thinking where the
premise Taiichi Ohno based on the concept was
trying to remove waste, in the process or may be
will be the lean concept or efficiency.
Hine and rich (1997) developed a tool
that valsat the hope is to ease of understanding
of the value of a stream in on improving the
effectiveness of dealing with waste found in
a stream. The value of a stream analysis tools
(valsat) analyze waste to streamline focusing on
value adding process.4
The following are waste table (Table
1) comparison between manufacture and
distribution :4
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urgency of research is problems to the need input
the model and chain management of vaccine
that existing at the present time that efficient, to
prevent or reducing the overstock and stockout
vaccine in the vaccine so that it can offence and
picking up storage charges and distribution .
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Based on statistics (Indonesia Ministry of
Health, 2019) Banten immunization scope of
UCI is not optimal and lowest in compared to
other provinces in java.5
Table 2. Universal Child’s Immunization (UCI)
in Java Island 2019
Province

Universal Child’s
Immunization (UCI)
2019

DI Yogyakarta

100%

DKI Jakarta

100%

Central Java

99,98%

Purpose

West Java

93,76%

A.

East Java

90,25%

Banten

88,92%

Preliminary survey shows that in general in
Banten has conducted the management supplay.
immunization chain to support the Vaccine
program delivery to the provincial by the central
government but vaccine dispatch from province
to regency/city government department from
the vaccine to the district are not covered by
the central government. Investigators usmays
(2010), found that the cost of the vaccine to the
regions are not covered in the centre and the
regions lack of funds for Vaccine transport.6
Based on the conditions mentioned above
then the researcher wants to find out further
through research on the causes of this lack the
scope of immunization in Banten Province. The
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Lean concept is one business systems
concept that is quite popular in the United States.
Lean concept is based on the Toyota Management
System that has been developed and expanded.
This lean approach is a systematic method to
identifying and eliminating waste or activities
that are not adding value (non-value added
activities) through continuous improvement.
The focus of value stream mapping is the process
of value-added and non-value added.
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III. Formulation and Research

Formulation of the problem
1.

How lean distribution model applied to
prevent the overstock and stockout in
vaccine storage?

2.

Whether strategy to be applied to run a
model of lean distribution ?

B. Research purposes

Analyzing improvements supply chain
vaccine through the application of lean
distribution vaccine in preventing overstock
and stockout in a warehouse of vaccines .
IV. Research Methodology

The research is
sample where were
sampling method of
data using a list of

the qualitative study, the
selected purposively the
and the collection of the
questions well structured
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through in-depth interviews to expert of vaccine
in distribution systems in Banten Province. Data
will be analyzed by the descriptive using Valsat
and Fish Bone.
From the standard time obtained, the
current state mapping made is used to view the
total production lead time and the total value
added time. The next step is the selection of an
appropriate tool through the selection VALSAT
matrix to identify wastes that were encountered.
Based on the proposed improvements from the
tool selected from the VALSAT matrix, Future
state mapping was made and the next step is to
make the Implemented Current State Mapping
to see the total production lead time and the total
value added time on the improvements that are
implemented in the company and calculated the
percentage of improvement obtained.
In this research, interviews were conducted
and the distribution of quetionnaire to the
company to identify waste-waste occurring in
the distribution process. Next done weighting
waste with the methods borda to know type
waste that occurred most frequently were .The
third step is map the flow of value in detail to
identify the waste and find the cause of waste.
Hine and rich (1997) has been formulate seven
instrument mapping the flow of value to describe
seventh waste.4 As for seventh instrument
mapping the flow of the value of ( value stream
mapping software tools was are (1) process
activity mapping software, (2) supply chain
response the matrix, (3) production variety
funnel, (4) quality filter mapping software,
(5) demand amplification mapping software,
(6) decision point analysis, and (7) physical
structure mapping software.

A.

APTIRMIKI

Conceptual Model

Figure 1. Conceptual Model
B.

Research Method

Figure 2. Research Method
C.

Borda Method
The borda is a vote which methods used
in decision making the group to the election
winner single or multiple winner.7 Borda
often used on a system of an election based
consensus.The election and the reckoning
(voting and counting) do with how to give
a number of points to every prospective
(candidate). Next the winner will be
determined by the number of points money
collected candidates,8 stage a settlement
with borda function can be explained as
follows:8
1.

The determination of the value of the
rankings to choose from top rated m
where m is the total number option
reduced 1. A position on the number of
second placed rated m-1 and so on until
the final sequence rated 0.
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2.

3.

D.

M value used as digger of a sound
which is obtained in a position to
concerned.

V.

Data Analysis
A.

Based on the calculation of the value
of a function borda the choice of
alternatives, so options with the highest
score a preferred option most favored
by respondents.

The weightings of the waste with the Borda
Method
Table 4. Borda Method Calculation

Value Stream Analysis Tools (Valsat)
After doing the weightings of waste
uses the method borda, then counting
weights to rank of 3 tools with value largest
weight calculations.

Based on table of Borda Calculation
Method from 12 people as responden,
It can be seen largest weight owned by
Waiting (0,208), Conveyance (1,856), dan
Processing (0,1726).

Table 3. Value Stream Analysis Tools
(Valsat).

The next step choose the right tool
from VALSAT matrix. The following table
(Table 5) is the calculation of the VALSAT
matrix.
B.

Calculation of VALSAT Matrix
Table 5. Valsat Matrix Calculation

Description :
H (High Correlation and
Usefulness) à multiplier factor = 9
M (Medium Correlation and
Usefulness) à multiplier factor = 3
L (Low Correlation and
Usefulness) à multiplier factor = 1

Waste

Weight
PAM SCRM PVF
Total

QFM DAM

DPA

PS

Conveyance 0,18567 1,67101
0,18567
Waiting
0,20847 1,87622 1,87622 0,20847
0,62541 0,62541
Faster Than
0,06515 0,06515 0,19544
0,06515 0,19544 0,19544
Necessary Pase
Correction of
Mistake
Excess Stock
Unnecessary
Motion
Processing

0,12704 0,12704

1,14332

0,08143 0,2443 0,08143 0,2443

0,7329 0,2443 0,08143

0,15961 1,43648 1,43648
0,17264 1,55375
Total
%
Rank

0,51792 0,17264

6,97394 3,58958 0,97068 1,38111 1,55375 1,06515 0,2671
44,1352 22,717 6,14306 8,74047 9,83302 6,74088 1,69037
1
2
6
4
3
5
7

The value of the weighting calculated
by the way the value of the weighting
multiplied into correlation and usefulness
factors in every valsat tools.
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Health Department

7

The ministry CDC send
purchasing (PO) to
suppliers (Biofarma)

Supplier (Biofarma)
reconfirm to Ministry
CDC
Vaccine dispatch by
suppliers (Biofarma) to
the Banten
9
Pharmaceutical
Department
Arrival of order
10
Vaccine
DO invoince
11
acceptance
8

5

VA

2880

NNVA

2880
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Drop off the vaccine
from truck

13

waiting trolley
Check the quantity and
14
quality of vaccine
received
Waiting for the officer
15 who move a vaccine in
into the stock-room

Figure 3. Valsat Matrix Calculation

Enter into the vaccine
16 freezer in accordance
first in First Out (FIFO)
17 Look for invoice folder
An invoice is stored in
18 the folder according to
the month
Pandeglang CDC
19
Department make DO
20
print the DO
waiting for DO
acceptance by
21
Pandeglang CDC chief
Mailed DO to Banten
22
CDC Department
waiting for acceptance
23 DO by Banten's CDC
Department

24

Bring the DO to the
Banten Province
Pharmaceutical
Department

25

waiting for DO check

C.

Process Activity Mapping
Table 6. Process Activity Mapping (PAM)
Activity

Time
(minute)

1

Process of making
demand order ( do )
provincial government
banten

1140

VA

2

Print the DO

15

NVA

3

Waiting for the
approval by the Center
for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC)
Banten Government
Chief

360

NNVA

4

Input process of DO to
CDC of Health
Department Ministry

30

VA

5

Waiting for the
approval of officials of
the ministry of health
decision maker (PPK)

4320

NNVA

6

Ministry CDC
confirmed its repeated
dropped out to Banten
Health Department

1440

NNVA

7

The ministry CDC send
purchasing (PO) to
suppliers (Biofarma)

5

Supplier (Biofarma)
reconfirm to Ministry
8
CDC
Vaccine dispatch by
suppliers (Biofarma) to
the Banten
9
Pharmaceutical
Department
Arrival of order
10
Vaccine
DO invoince
11
acceptance
12

Drop off the vaccine
from truck

Activity
O

T

Activity category
I

S

D

NNVA

15

NNVA

2

NNVA

30

NNVA

26

NVA

30

VA

20

NVA

waiting trolley
Check the quantity and
quality of vaccine
received
Waiting for the officer
15 who move a vaccine in
into the stock-room

16

Enter into the vaccine
freezer in accordance
first in First Out (FIFO)

17 Look for invoice folder
An invoice is stored in
18 the folder according to
the month
Pandeglang CDC
19
Department make DO
20
print the DO
waiting for DO
acceptance by
21
Pandeglang CDC chief
Mailed DO to Banten

3

NVA

10

NNVA

180

NNVA

10

NVA
NNVA

VA

3

NVA

10

NNVA

180

NNVA

10

NVA

1440

NNVA

5

NNVA

1440

NNVA

90

NNVA

20

NNVA

20

NNVA

recheck the vaccine
print the invoice
signing the invoice
move the vaccine into
the car
Pandeglang operator
return to
pharmaceutical

15
10
1

VA
NNVA
NNVA

32
33

34

waiting the operator to
move vaccine from car

35

waiting the trolley
check the temperature
of thermometer
36
Coolbox
recheck quantity and
quality vaccine
37
according the VVM
Enter the vaccine into
38
the freezer in
accordance FIFO
An invoice is stored in
40 the folder according to
the month
Pandeglang
Pharmaceutical
operator generate the
vaccine schedule
41
taking for all public's
health center of
Pandeglang
inform the schedule to
42
public health center
operator
public health center
43
operator generate DO
look for public health
44
center chief for DO
approval
approval the DO by
45
the chief
prepare the vaccine
equipment for vaccine
46 taking to Pandeglang
Pharmaceutical
Department

8

NNVA

90

NNVA

15

NNVA

15

NVA

1

VA

15

VA

30

VA

5

NVA

2

NNVA

180

NNVA

360

NNVA

180

NNVA

120

NVA

15

NNVA

15

NNVA

120

NVA

48

bring DO to
Pandeglang CDC

90

NNVA

49

waiting approval by
the Pandeglang's CDC

60

NVA

20

NNVA

30

NVA

15

NNVA

15
5

NVA
NNVA

53
54
55
56

58
59

61

1440

30

29
30
31

60
VA

NVA

NVA

57

30

20

NNVA

52

14

VA

3

51

13

NVA

30

15

50

2880

NNVA

26

handover the vaccine

VA

NNVA

30

28

47 waiting for the vehicle

2880

NNVA

NNVA

27

39 Look for invoice folder

Process Activity Mapping (PAM) Table
No

APTIRMIKI

Vaccine preparation
according the DO
waiting for the trolley

26

Based on figure 3 above, it can be concluded
that PAM, SCRM, and DAM are 3 tools valsat
who used in this research.

NNVA

62

63

bring the DO to
Pandeglang
Pharmaceutical
Department
waiting for DO
checking by
Pandeglang
Pharmaceutical
Department operator
preparing vaccine
according the DO
waiting trolley
handover the vaccine
recheck quantity and
quality vaccine
according the VVM
waiting for invoice
from operator
signing the invoice
move the vaccine into
the car
operator return to
public healt center
check the temperatur
of thermometer inside
coolbox
recheck quality of
vaccine according
VVM
bring vaccine into
vaccine storage of
public health center
Enter the vaccine into
the freezer in
accordance FIFO

15

VA

10

NNVA

1

NNVA

5

NNVA

120

NNVA

1

VA

10

VA

5

NNVA

30

VA

180

NNVA
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operator generate
64
immunization schedule
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49

50

51
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52
53
54
55
56
57

waiting approval by
the Pandeglang's CDC
bring the DO to
Pandeglang
Pharmaceutical
Department
waiting for DO
checking by
Pandeglang
Pharmaceutical
Department operator
preparing vaccine
according the DO
waiting trolley
handover the vaccine
recheck quantity and
quality vaccine
according the VVM
waiting for invoice
from operator

60

NVA

20

NNVA

30

NVA
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VA
10

NNVA

1

NNVA

5

NNVA

120

NNVA

1

VA

10

VA

5

NNVA

30

VA

operator generate
immunization schedule

180

NNVA

inform the
65 immunization schedule
into the society

360

NNVA

15

NNVA

35

NNVA

5

VA

58
59
60

61

62

63

64

66

signing the invoice
move the vaccine into
the car
operator return to
public healt center
check the temperatur
of thermometer inside
coolbox
recheck quality of
vaccine according
VVM
bring vaccine into
vaccine storage of
public health center
Enter the vaccine into
the freezer in
accordance FIFO

preparing the vaccine
equipment

taking the vaccine
67 according the needs of
immunization schedule
mengecek kondisi
68
vaksin sesuai VVM
check the vaccine
69 condition according to
VVM
70 waiting for the vehicle
71

go to immunization
location

5

VA

40

NVA

30

NNVA

Description :
O : Operation
T : Transportation
I : Inspection
S : Storage
D : Delay

Activity Category:
VA : Value Adding
Activity
NVA : Non-Value Adding
Activity
NNVA : Necessary but
Non-Value Adding
Activity

Based on the above table, it can be
seen the tool that has the highest value is
the Process Activity Mapping. From the
activities at each work station, total activity
of value added (VA) types are 15 activities,
the type of non-value added activities are
14 activities, and the types of Necessary but
non-value added activities are 42 activities.

that is non value added service with a large
percentage of 19,71 %
Table 8. Value Calculation of PAM
Value
Value Added (VA)
Necessary But Non
Value Added (NNVA)
Non Value Added
Total

Time
(Minute)

Percentage
(%)

1482

7,850407882

16902

89,53278949

494
18878

2,616802627
100

Based on table 8, obtained the highest
percentage in NNVA reached 89,53 %,
while the VA in an activity vaccine supply
chain in Banten only reached 7,85 %
D.

Supply Chain Response Matrix
Tabel 9. Lead Time Calculation

From the table 9, vaccine has long
been in storage ( activity 56,045 % ) and
occurring heaping vaccine resulting in the
overstock vulnerable.
Table 10. SCRM Calculation

Table 7. PAM Activity Characteristic

Activity quantity
Percentage (%)

Activity
Total
Operation Transportation Inspection
Storage (S) Delay (D)
(O)
(T)
(I)
42
6
6
3
14
71
59,15492958 8,450704225 8,450704225 4,22535211 19,7183099 100

Based on table 7, It can be seen if
operation (O) having activity is the most
42 with the reached 59 % , while delay
468
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Table 10 shows vaccine has long been
in storage (the percentage 55,75 %), and
kumulatif lead time is 44,24 %.
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E.

Demand Amplification Mapping (DAM)
Table 11. Vaccine Earning JanuaryDecember 2019

Vaccine needs in 1 year appear to have
the stable, but DT, BCG, and TT need to
strict supervision to next year forecasting.
F.

APTIRMIKI

low in vaccine supply chain process in Banten
Province. Based on table 8, obtained the highest
percentage in NNVA reached 89,53 %, while the
VA in an activity vaccine supply chain in banten
only reached 7,85%. Vaccine has long been
in storage (activity 56,045 %) and occurring
heaping vaccine resulting in the overstock
vulnerable. Vaccine needs in 1 year appear to
have the stable, but DT, BCG, and TT need to
strict supervision to next year forecasting.
Based on the root cause analysis and
brainstorming using Fish Bone Analysis, The
Province of Banten need to pay attention to the
supply chain management vaccine often even
resulted in the process of vaccine distribution,
not optimal is as follows this table :

Brainstorming using Fish Bone Analysis

Table 12. Root Cause Analysis
Figure IV. Fish Bone Analysis
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the data analysis, it can be seen
the tool that has the highest value is the Process
Activity Mapping. From the activities at each
work station, total activity of value added (VA)
types are 15 activities, the type of non-value
added activities are 14 activities, and the types
of Necessary but non-value added activities
are 42 activities. NNVA can be eliminate or
change to VA added activity, because VA is still

VII. Conclusion and suggestions

PAM, SCRM, and DAM are valsat elected
tools after weight ranking. Vaccine has long been
in storage (activity 56,045 %) and occurring
heaping vaccine resulting in the overstock
vulnerable.
Expected in future research will be done
more in depth about the supply chain vaccines
around the country of Indonesia, because this
research has limitation is only did the research
in the Java region of Indonesia.
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